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Abstract: The grain size dislribution and quartz grain (1.0-0.8 mm) abrasion degree for the contemporary aeolilln
sands occurring in a zone oflaiga and steppe in the neighbourhood of Lake Baileal, in Eastern Siberia, is compared
with similar features in other aeolian sediments. Five sites in a taiga zone, one in a forest-steppe lone and one in a
steppe zooe: have been investigated. Whereas the morpho-fonning influence: of the wind is obvious in lIle area
investigated, the role of the wind is important only in respect of grain size distribution and is not an imponant
foctor in determining in quanz grain abrasion size.

Kty word)': Eastern Siberia, modem aeolian processes, aeolian landfonns, aeolian sands

Introduction

Aeolian sands in Eastern Siberia area fonn part of
genetically quite different sand~gravel deposits, somc
ofwhich arc widespread. Such areas have local names
- ..tukulans", ,,kuytuns" or "badars" (preobrazhenski,
1961; Pavlov, 1981; Krcndelev, Nasyrova, 1985 and
others) and may usually occur on the floors of largc
faulted depressions. Other sandy areas are smaller and
these reflect particular local lithological conditions.
Thanks to it, the aeolian sands in the area above
mentioned seem to be rather popular, although they
usually occupy relatively small areas. Whatever they
originate, the aeolian sands are now covered by taiga
vegetation (dark and light taiga - Baikal, 1993).
Seasonally, these areas are affccted by powerful, usually
undirectiona~ winds, especially in early Spring and
Autumn(Vyrkin, 1986; LublSOva, 1994). Whereas tbese
deposits are widespread, such mechanical properties as:
grain size distribution and quartz grain abrasion, are
almost complelc1yunknown. Fwther. very little is known
about Ihc sources of these scdiments. The purpose of
the research described here was to detemline the
influence of aeolian processes in the study area by
analysing selected aeolian sands and by a review of the
literature concerning such scdirnents. Most of the study

sites lie in the BaikaI rift zone; in theTunka Basin 00 the
wcslern margin ofBaikal; on the wcstcmshorcofOIkhon
Island on Baikal and on the shores ofthe Bratsk Reservoir
on the River Angara. The following sites ofacolian sands
have been investigated: oftaiga -1- Rassvc( OD Bratsk
Reservoir, U - Great Khuzhir on Olkhon. ill - Sandy
Bay, IV -the terrace ofthe lrkut River, V -thc slope of
Mt Kbayrkhan in the Tunka Basin, vegetated by forest
steppe: Vl- tbe valley of the Tunka in the Tunka Basin
and of steppe: VII - lhe Seven Pincs area on Olkbon
(Fig. I).

The area analysed is characterised by very strong
continental climatic conditions with large mean tcmpe
ratures variations between Summer and Winler,
reaching an amplitude 3Q-40Q or more; the precipitation
is also very low here, the annual sums fluctuating
between 200 mm on Olkhon and 450-500 mm in the
Tunka Basin (Baikal, 1993; Szczypck, 1995).

Anemological conditions

The anemological conditions in the area investigated
are very variable, In this study it is necessary to know
the directions ofprevailing winds as well as the annual
distribution ofdays with very strong winds, i.e. blowing
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degree of deposits - u have been calculated (Folk
and Ward, 1957);

b) quartz grains (1.Q-{).8 mm) abrasion degree,
applying (1) the mechanical method by Krygowski
(1964) - from this the abrasion coefficient Wo, the
content of well·rounded grain') of r type, mcdium
rounded grains off3 type and angular grains of a type
have been calculated, and (2) morphoscopy by Cailleux
(1942) - from this the content of mat-rounded grains
ofRM type, polished rounded grains EL, intetmediate
EM aDd angular NU have been calculated.

• Main geomorphological features. Holocenc
wind·blown aeolian sands occur along the shores of
Bratsk Reservoir, on the margins of or only partly
overlapping the area of taiga (Owczinnikow, 1996;
Ovchinnikov, 1998). They lie at 400 m a.s.1. or more.
The source deposits are dry lake sands and unconsol·
idated river deposits. The aeolian forms in the study
area appear to be produced by abrasion processes
which occur in the reservoir, especially at times of
fluctuating water level, when widespread sandy de
posits become uncovered and dry out (Owczinnikow,
1996; Ovchinnikov, 1998).

Owing to the intensive influence of westerly and
north-westerly winds, those sandy deposits which are
uncovered at times of low water level become blown
clear ofthe reservoir shores. Thick aeolian covers have
thereby been created on the beach, whereas at the edge
of the reservoir, irregular dunes are present, which
gradually migrate towards the south..east (Fig. 3).

W ATE R\=SRATSK

Laboratory analyses of these deposits included:
a) standard grain size distribution, following

which the mean grain size diameter Mz and sorting

Characteristics of aeolian sands

Research methods

more complicated, because, in the vicinity of
Balagansk, the south-westerly and southerly winds
alternate with an easterly air flow. FUJ1her, in the
neighbourhood of the Rass\fet Station, westerly and
north·westerly winds prevail (Ovchinnikov, 1998).
With regard to the average number ofdays with strong
winds per year, Olkbon has 27 sueh days (mostly in
Autumn and in the beginning of Winter, and least of
all, in Summer); Sandy Bay has 43 (these being fairly
evenly distributed through the year); although it is also
possible to distinguish an Autwnn and early Winter
air flow as well as one in Spring. In the Twtka Basin
lbere are significantly fewer (the westcrn part has 18,
similarly with a seasonal distribution; the eastern part
has only 13, the Spring and early Swnmcr air flows
predominating. As at Olkhon and in the Angara vallcy,
the mean number ofdays with strong winds is 26, but
here Spring air flows are strongest, the minimum flows
are in Summer and Winter (Fig. 2B). The significantly
larger number of days with strong winds at Baikal is
presumably a result ofthe intensive local atmospheric
circulation over this lake and its neighbourhood.
Nonnally there are large differences in atmospheric
pressure between these areas (Galaziy, 1987 and
others). The same is probably true for the Bratsk
Reservoir.

•

wind rose for Rassvet station (R)
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Fig. J. Location of sites investigated against a
background of main vegetation fonnations
1 - Rusvet, 11 - G"'~l Khu~.hir, III _ SllIdy 8.ty, IV - Imn
lmace, V - t.1l Kha)'fkhan. V1- Tunh nUey, V11- Seven
Pmea; t - taiga. 2- Slqlpl:

1992). By contrast. in the western part of the Tunka
Basin.. westerly winds oVefWhelmingly predominate. but
in the eastern part - casterlyones with a certain influence
of morpho-fonning westerly winds (Fig. 2A). In the
comparatively short section of the Angara valley in the
neigbbowhood of the Bratsk Reservoir the situation is
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with velocities> 15 mxs·l (Spravochnik po klimatu...,
1967). In this respect. the shores of Baikal and Olkbon
fundamentally differ from the Tunka Basin. On Olkhon,
westerly and nonh-westcrly winds clearly predominate
although northerly winds are also important; a similar
wind regime is observed in Sandy Bay (Szczypek, Wach,

Fig. 2. Wind regime in the area investigated
A - ...."Id rtISO, B - melJI cbys nwnbn wi:h wind,:> I Sin. r

Fig. J. Morphological sketch-map of aoolian landfonns in lhe neighbourhood of Rassvet (after Ovchinnikov, (998)
I - edieof~ JhoR: in t996, 2 - alllMal-dduvW depo$iu, ) -1Kulcrinc~rl$,. -1KustriIM: MI'dy cleI-ltI. ~ - KOI.... sands(-''I
dllllfe'.1Id~). 6-d'reciolI of<ldlation processes. 7 - forest
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Fig. 5. Geornorphological sketch-map ofdrifted sands in the taiga
area of Great Khuzhir (aftcr Wika, Snytko and Szczypek,
1997)
I - t>Ulcrops ofcrystall.iDl: rocks, 2~ sandy cliffnear knidpo;nl ofcrystalliDl:
substratum, 3 ~ sandy beach ofLake Dailr.al, 4 - defl.lion pllins, 5 ~ deflation
knickpoin1$, basill& Md ditches, 6~defl:uioo remman1$, 7~acol;ao ccwersands,
8 - dwnes, 9 ~Cl"e$t lines, 10- modtm aeolian COVOB

L"""'1 ~ C";l, 0 IIi.\\il
~1 ~2 ,t::..:.J3 4 JillJ!ls

JAm1 'r'l ~ 171
~6 L:..;j7 ~a. LLJg
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they are moderately sorted (a= 0.45). The Ncogene
deposits are slightly finer, because the value of
Mz = 0.403 mm; they are composed of30.1% coarse
grains and 3.5% of the frnest particles. They are also
sorted to a moderatc degree, although less well so
than the beach sands (0= 0.89). The granitoid regolith
(missing the coarsest parts) is coarse-grained: 69.2%
of grains are >0.5 mm in diameter there are no silt/
clay panicles, so the value of Mz ::, 2.250 mm. The
sorting is poor (0'= 2.12).

Great Khuzhir

• Main' geomorph%gical features. The taiga
ranges on Olkhon are located in the north-eastern part .'
of the island. Widespread areas of aeolian sands oc
cur there and they are almost completely covered by
east-Siberian light pine-larch taiga with Rhododen
dron dahuricus in the undergrowth (Wika, Snytko,
Szczypek, 1997). In some places, large areas oflhat .
taiga have been damaged by uncontrolled deforesta
tion which has caused the mobilisation of the aeolian
sands. Their source is the beach deposits of Baikal,
following erosion of the local Neogene deposits (Afa
gonov, 1975, 1990; Taisaev, 1982).

The reliefis very similar across 01khon. The main
geomorphological features of this area are typified
by the Great Khuzbir range, which is located in tht!
middle ofthe island. This lies at the height ofc. about
456 m a.s.1. at the Baikal shore to about 470 m a.s.!.
The contemporary aeolian relief is fornled under the
influence of northerly winds.

The main feature of mobile sand relief is the
occurrence ofa fonneriy well-developed, but now less
distinct blown complex dune fonn, generally arcuate
and, in some places - even parabolic (Fig. 5). Aeolian
cover sands are forming around it. The thickness of
aeolian sands, which lie on granitoid or granitoid
regolith, ranges from several centimetres on the beach
scarp to at least 12-13 m in the dune culminations. In
the area discussed the deflation forms with the
prevailing depressions and planes of the genesis
above-mentioned decide ofthe contemporary face of
aeolian sands. They are ofdifferent age and they have
different sizes, from 5-10 m to 30-50 m in width and
from 20-30 m to 100-150 m in length. In front of
every form, a clear mobile tongue built from material
carried away from them has been created. There are
only few deflation remnants. In general, the con
temporary deflation forms occur in a multi-horizontal
way (Wika, Snytko, Szczypck, 1997).

With respect to the abrasion degree, the wind
blown sands do not differ from the source material.
The Wo value amounts to 614 (497--673): they contain
0% of grain of rtype; a-73.5% (61.2-81.1%), RM
- 1.8%, NU - 2.7% and EM - 94.3% (Ovchinnikov,
1998) (F;g, 4 I1),

• Sand properties. These relate to material sam
pled from the neighbouring taiga range; the beach,
the Neogene, the granitoid regolith and the aeolian
sands have all been sampled (Szczypek, Snytko,
1998).

The beach sands are rather coarse-grained: their
mean value Mz = 0.563 mm and they contain 66.3%
coarse grains and 0.2% silt/clay particles. Therefore,
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Mz=0.326 mm (0.188-0.807 mm): the average
content of material >0.5 mm is 12.7% (2.5--61.5%)
and the finest - 3.9% (0.3-11.0%). These deposits
are less well sorted than these ofthe beach - a= 0.77
(Ovch;nn;kov, 1998) (F;g, 4 I),

With respect to the quartz grains abrasion, the
fluvial deposits are characterised by. a mean value of
abrasion coefficient Wo = 628: they are devoid of
grains of r type, but they contain 73.5% of angular
grains of a type. Morphoscopy shows that they also
contain only 0.8% of grains of RM type and 2.0%
NU. EM grains are dominant - 96.0%.

The beach sands are characterised by the similar
abrasion degree - Wo = 621, the share of grains of r
type is 0010, a-73.8%, RM -l%,NU -2.9%; EM
93.9%.
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• Properties of the deposits. The river /bankJ
sands are characterised by having signjficant fine
fraction. On average, they contain 4.6% of coarse
grains (0.5 mm) and 38.4% of silt/clay particles
«0.125 mm). Therefore mean grain diametcr in
lhe~e weakly sorted deposits (s = 1.05) is relati
vely small and the Mz is 0.137 nun (0.100
0,210 mm),

The beach deposits are clearly well-washed and,
therefore, more coarsely-grained. The 0.5 mm fraction
is 10.6% on average and silt/clay partic1es,4.7%. So,
these deposits are bctter sorted (0'= 0.66) and they
have a mean grain diameter Mz = 0.282 mm (0.155
0.451 mm),

The aeolian sands here are characterised by an
even larger coarse fraction. Their mean grain diameter

Fig. 4. Histograms of grain size distribution (I) and quartz grain abrasion (il) after Krygowski's (1964) mechanical
method (A) and morphoscope Caillcllx's (1942) method (B) in the neighbourhood of Rassvet
I ~riv.,,- sand.!i., 2 ~ bea<:h deposilS. 3 -Molian sands; Wo -abnsion coeffICient, y-W<:ll rounded gnirn;. {J~mcd;um rounded gnUns, o~ Illl~ul.,

unabraded gains; KM ~ mal fO\Inded gains, EL ~ polished rounded grains, EM _ inlcnnediate grains, NU ~ unabraded grains
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The Irkut river terrace

• Mean geomorphological fearures. At the lrkut
meadow terrace, at the height of below 720 m ao5.l.,
Late Pleistocene river deposits comprisedWlcs ofdif
rerent size and shape. They are ovcrlain by irregular
deposits ofaeolian sands. The dunes are usually cov
ered by taiga, but the covers are fixed by a sparse
herbaceous vegetation with individual bushcs of
willow, as well as by patchcs of wind-blown sand,
brought here by the prevailing easterly winds (lva
nov, 1966; Szezypek, 1993; Manyanowa, Snytko,
Szczypck, 1998). In this respect, the dunes give an
impression of being longitudinal fonns, i.e. they are
widespread but flot very high. To the south of this
dune occurs aeollan cover, which is pitted by small,
flat deflation basins (Fig. 9). In the south this area is
limitcd by the edge oflhc meadow terrace.

sorted than the blown sands but less weD so than the
regolitb (Fig. 8 I).

The source material for the aeollan deposits is
characterised by a value of Wo:: 124. They do not
contain grains ofg type, but 95.0% of the grains are
of a type. No RM or EL grains were observed. The
content ofNU grains is 95.5%. Blown sands arc char
acterised by a mean Wo:: 184 (163-207). The con
tent of a grains is 93.7% (93.0-94.5%) and there is
an absence ofg grains. They comprise 94.2% ofNU
grains; no rounded grains were observed (RM+EL).
The drifted sands are characterised by Wo value of
156; the a grains content is 92.0% (lack ofg); NU
grains - 89.5% (lack of RM+EL) (Fig. 8 IJ).
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• Sand properties. The rcgolith ofgranitoid rocks
(the source matcrial) is charactcrised by a large, coarse
granulation (Mz = 0.847 mm). 89.4% of the grains
are coarse and only 1.7%, silt/clay. It is well sorted
(8= 0.39). The wind-blown material at the deflation
field is only slightly finer (mean value ofMz :: 0.642
mm) (0.525--0.707 mm). On average, it contains
67.3% (54.9-74.3%) of cocme fraction and 1.90/0 of
silt/clay (1.0-2.6%). It is thus moderately sorted
(a:: 0.73 mm). The sands blown onto the ridgc are
characterised by significantly smaller sizes: Mz ;;::
:: 0.289 mm, and they contain 7.5% ofcoarse grains
and 1.3%, silt/clay. In sum, Ihis material is bcttcr

•

the west and the east it is surrounded by two high
rocky capes, built from hard varieties of granitoid,
but the coast is mostly composed oflaeustrine sands.
Away from the shore, the terrain gradually and gen
tly rises into high mountains, buih ofsofter granitoid
rocks, which easily undergo mechanical weathering.
Their outcrop is covered by a thick regolith. In the
middle, and especially in the eastcrn parts ofthe area,
near the bay, tbe morphological effects of northerly
and westerly wind destruction arc striking. In places,
I.he root system of larches. have been uncovered to a
depth of2.S ID, in others, especially in the east, a wide
spread deflation field, formed within the regolith de
posits is present. The sands from this field have been
directly blown to Baikal and also to the slopes and
ridge of the granitoid bank (Szczypek, Wach, 1992;
Wika et al., 1999) (Fig. 7). Aeolian sands occur here
at a height of about 460-500 m a.s.1.
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of rgrains and 48.9%, of a grains and a Wo:: 858.
They also contain 2.6% grains of RM+EL type and
7.8% - ofNU grains.

The aeolian sands arc characterised by a mean
valuc Wo:: 722 (599-908), on average they contain
3.6% (1.8--6.5%) or ygrains and 62.7% (39.0-77 .6%)
of a grains. They also comprisc 4.8% (1.2-12.5%)
ofRM+EL grains and 15.7% (6.3~35.7%) ofangular
grains of NU type (Fig. 611).

Sandy Bay

• Main geomorphological features. The bay is
nearly semi·cireular, with a diameter of 1 km. From
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The aeolian sands are clearly finer: they are
ebaroclerisedby amean vaJueofMz ~ 0363 nun (0.310
0.966 mm), the coarse grains fraction is 12.1% (1.7
&4.9%), whereas silt/clay partieles - 0.70/0 (0.2-1.9%).
They are moderately soned (o~ 0.78) (Fig. 6 I).

With regard to the quartz grain abrasion properties,
these sediments show no marked differenccs. On
avcrage, the beach sands contain 6.8% of r grains,
67.8% of a grains, 3.2% of RM+EL and 29.5% of
NU. The value of Wo is 720. The Ncogene dcposits
have values Wo:: 861, they eontain 6.5% ofygrains
and 45.2% of a grains as well as 3.2% of RM+EL
and 11.0% - ofNU. The granitoid regolith has 6.2%

Fig. 6. Histograms of grain size distribution (I) and quartz grain abrasion (II) after KIygowski's (1964) methanal
method (A) and morpboscope Caillcux's (1942) method (8) in laiga area on Olkhon Island (after Szczypc:k and
Snytko, 1998)
I - beacb oands, 2 -~e deposill; ) - aranitoid rqollth.. 4 - ....liiUI .......,; odJe:> c::.pll<WioDs _ ""' fi,. 4

52

Fig.. 7. Geomo!phological sketch-map of the Sandy Bay~a (after Wib et al., 1999)
I - ride=s forftd ofharol~1-plc__dopQ; rorTrlC'd of10ft pulilOidt.. J -lIIlIill anniloids mnnants, 4-cbfl". j - beIcll, 6-Aeo/i:q Ia:al!IUIIaollC'OYa".
7- ......an_ ""'1II <kfIIuoo:I midrClllIfta,'-~IJUS,\l-_witllmot~m:tfQ.pcMddue IOdtnulbI>oft. 10- cld1'" buinJ" 11-1lIOdaa bIowJI And
CO'o'cr, 12-..uian ooYa"sands. lJ _~...lkill.M lKCSo 14 -~ tmes, IS -rorms orsbec1 ""MII
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Thnklll river valley

Forest-steppe site

• Main geomorphofogicaf jealures. Slightly sin
uous outcrops of aeolian cover sands, located at a
height of 720-730 m a.s.1. predominate here. The
Late-Pleistocene river sands are the source sediment
(Ufimtsev, 1998), but the modem derivation of these
aeclian deposits clearly relates to the 181h.century
forest cutting for the defensive pwposes (!.arin, 1991).
The cover sands are partly fixed by herbaceous veg
elation and individual willow bushes. Rather wide
spread deflation basins, which are several hundred
metres long, 100-150 m wide and 2-3 m deep are
very widespread here. These have formed by the pre
vailing easterly winds. The floors of the basins are
Dot completely flat - on the contrary they are charac
terised by numerous small deflation-accumulation
forms, partly flXed by vegetation and partly modelled
by the subsiding westerly wind flows (Fig. 13). The
basic forms within these basins are deflation plains
with occasional basins. Also there arc small areas of
fixed aeolian sands together with small deflation rem
nants, small sand shadows and modem. mobile aeo
lian sands (Martyanova, Snytko, Szczypek, 1998).
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• Sand properties. The source alluvial sands are
characterised by a large fme fraction (mean grain
diameter Mz 0.120 mm) and moderate sorting (0
0.91). They contain 1.8% ofcoarse grains (>0.5 nun)
and up to45.8%ofsiltlc1aypartic1es «0.12 mm) (Fig.
4). By contrast, the aeolian sands on Mt Khayrkhan
slope are more than twice as coarse; on average they
contain 18.0% of coarse grains and 4.2% - fine
fraction; the Mz value is 0.297 nun. They are also
better sorted (0: O.68).ln certain samples analysed.
these sands have a mean grain diameter Mz: 0.213
0.406 mm; they contain 1.9%-47.9% ofcoarse grains
and 2.9-5.5% of fine fraction (Fig. 12 n.

Considering the quartz grain abrasion (1.0-0.8
mm), the substratum deposits contain 16.1% of r
grains as well as 56.6%, a: the coefficient ofabrasion
Wo = 844 (according 10 the method of Krygowski).
According to the method of Cailleux (l942) they
contain 4.2% of rounded grains of RM and EL type

and 3.2% ofangular NU grains (Fig. 4). The aeolian
sands on the slopeofMI. Khayrkhan are very similar
to these of the substratum. The mean value nf Wo is
882 (rangcs 675-1130). The mean content of ygrains
is 8.4% (2.2-24.8%) and a, 44.2% (9.9-61.1%), but
8.3% of the grains are RM and EL types; NU, 2.2%
(Fig. 120).

Fig. 9. Geomorphological sketch-map (A)
and cross-section (B) through the: drift
ed sands on lrkul river terrnce (after Mar
tyanova, Snytko and Szczypek. 1998)
I - f\ood-pIaiIa. 2-dIIM,) -putty Olabilizat IIDdy
.rol~ _ .• - dritbed IIDdy "'IIOli.on ""'W, j --"'-
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• Main geomorphologicafjealures. These inten
sively blown aeolian sands are partly covered by her
baceous vegetation and are bordered on all sizes by
pine-larch taiga. They crop out at a height of 920
1000 m a.s.l. on southern side ofthis mountain, which
slopes at an angle of 18-22°. The source material is
the Late-Pleistocene alluvial deposits here (UflDl
tsev, 1998), but the cause of their current mobility is
connected with religious reason (Vyrkin, Kuzmin,
Snytko, 1991).

The main aeolian landfomls here arc arcuate dunes
ofasymmetric cross-section and general North-South
orientation. They are not very high, narrow and they
are 100-150 m long (Fig. 11). The deflation areas as
well as small deflation basins occur among them. The
occurrence of nat, blown longitudinal dune, from
which the arcuate dunes are parasitic is also a special
feature of this area aeolian relief. Also, acolian cover
sands ~re present. The orientation of the dunes and
the spatial distribution of the remaining fonns indicate
that they were formed by westerly wind flow; as
suggested by refercnce to the wind rose in this part of
Tunka Basin (Martyanova. Snytko, Szczypek, 1998).
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Fig. 8. Histograms of grain size distribution (J) and quartz grain abnsion (II) .fter Krygowski's (1964) mechanical
method (A) and morphoscope Cailleux's (1942) method (8) OJI Sandy Bay (after Szczypek and Wach, 1992)
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Sand properties. The source river sands of
the Irkut terrace are fine~grained.The Mz value is
0.140 mm. Tbey contain 0.7% ofcoarse grains and
12.3% of siltlclay particles. The sorting degree
8: 0.61. By contrast, the dune sands are slighl1y
coarser. Their Mz being 0.174 mm: they contain
0.6% of coarse gmins and 20.0% of silt/clay part
icles. They are also better sorted (0: 0.50). The
sands of the aeolian cover are slighl1y coarser than
these of the dunes, where the Mz: 0.206 mm. They
contain 0.5% ofcoarse grains and 6.7% of the finest
particles. The sorting of these deposits is interme
diate between these ofthe dune and river sands (Fig.
10 I).

The substratum sands contain 16.0010 of ygrains
and 42.5% of a The Wo value being 1018. These
sands also contain 19.0% of RM and EL grains and
13%, NU. The dune material has a slightly better
abrasion degree: Wo: 1044; they contain 18.5% of y
grains and 38.0%, aas well as24.5%ofRM and EL,
8.5%, NU. The sands of the acolian covers have even
better abrasion, the value Wo: 1082; the contcnl of y
grains is 21.7%, a, 40.8%. They eomprise 30.3% of
RM and EL panicles and 5.7% - NU grains (Fig. 10
11).
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Fig. 11. Geomorphological sketcb-map
of drifted sands on lhe Mt. Khayr.
khan slope (after Martyanova, Sny.
tko and Szczypek, 1998)
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- Ma;" geomorphological features. The steppe
ranges on Olkhon arc located in the south-western
part of the island. The Seven Pines range includes
the westCfII slope of Ml Khaday, which is covered
by rare low-gramineous steppe vegetation. Rather
thick (from several to tens of cm) discontinuous
aeolian cover occurs here, and it spreads from the
level of Baikal lake (about 455 m a.s.L) to 666 m
a.s.L (Mt. Khaday summit). These sands lie 00 a
coarse-grained granitoid rcgolith or directly on the
granitoid outcrops. Thcy have been transported from
the lake shore by very strong nonh-westerly winds
(sarmal.

The pnmary elements of aeolian relief here are
the numerous irregular deflation basins, wbich are
present in the aeoLian cover. In the upper part ofslope,
they are wide (10-200 m), but short (from several to
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- Sand properties. Thc alluvial deposits of tbe
substratum are here generally coarser than these at
the Mt Khayrkhan site. On average, thc)' contain 1.2%
of coarse grains and 12.4% of silt/clay particles and
the Mz value = 0.233 mm. They are moderately well
sorted (a= 0.64). Aeo1ian sands, which havc been
formed from their blowing out are characterised by
bcingcoarser, being 16.6-49.9010 (on average 31.4%).
The silt/clay fraction is 5.2-10.7% (on average 7.2%).
The Mz. values range within limits 0.308-0.438 mm
(on average, 0.359 mm), and the sorting a= 0.79
0.96 (OD average, 0.87) (Fig. 14 I).

The substratum sands abrasion degree Wo is 603;
thc)' contain 1.6% of r grains aod 73,3%, a They
also contain 4.5% of rounded grains of RM and EL
type and 4.5% of angular grains ofNU. The acolian
sands abrasion degree Wo: 618 (559-709); rtype
grains comprise 1.4% on average (0.0-5.0%), a,
69.5% (58.5-79.5%), RM+EL, 4.9% (3.5-<i.0%), aDd
NU, 2.8% (1.6-3.9%) (Fig. 14ll).

Tadeusz Szczypek, Valerian A. Snytko
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Final remarks

The aeolian sands analysed in this part ofEastem
Siberia occur at different elevations: from about 400
m to about 1000 m a.s.1. They are frequently
distributed beyond the limits oftheir source materials.
This effect is widespread OD Olkhon and in Sandy
Bay, and notably so on Mt. Khayrhan in the Tonka
Basin, here sands have been transported to the highest
elevations. They create sandy covers and variable
dune forms. Contemporary aeolian activity in this area
is in every case linked to anthropogenic effects. The
initiation of the remobilisation of these sands appears
to be as little ago as 200-300 years.

The aeolian relief has a deflationary character in
the majority ofthe sites investigated, but the construc
tional process ofwind activity is also widespread (with
the exception of the Rassvet site). The older aeolian
accumulation fonns (probably dating from the end of

of ygrains "" 7.4% and a= 54.3%, RM+EL = 6.3%
and NU, 10.6%. Spatial changes in the abrasion degree
are irregular and inconsiderable (Szczypek, Snytko,
1988) (Fig. 16 11).

• Sandproperties. The source material at this site,
i.e. beach sand and the granitoid regoJith has not been
investigated, because it is identical to that of the taiga
site.

The acolian sands here are exceptionally coarse
grained: mean value of Mz "" 0.923 mm: on average
they contain 82% of material of fraction above 0.5
mm and only 0.6% ofparticles below 0.12 mm. They
have a relatively poor sorting (Fig. 161). From the
foot to the head of the slope a progressive fining of
material was observed: from Mz "" J.125 mm through
1.014 mm to 0.629 mm. The sorting gradually
improves in the same direction (from (7= J.25lrOugh
0.99 10 0.80).

The average degree ofmechanical abrasion in the
deposits discussed is WO"" 866. The average content

20-30 m). Numerous sandy shadows behind the
clump of low grass occur at these forms bottoms. In
the middle part of the slope, there are fewer deflation
basins, bU11hey are very large, in the upper part there
are very few of these forms (Fig. IS). Outcrops of
granitoid rocks at the surface were observed in many
places on the floors of the basins as well as in other
parts of the slopes (Wilca, Snytk., S,czypek, 1997).

Fig. 13. Geomorphological sblch-map of
drifted sands in the foresl-steppe area in the
Tunlca river valley (after Manyanova. Soy
tko and SZCZ)'p(k, 1998)
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Fig. t6. Histograms of grain size distribution (I) and quartz grain abrasion of aeolian deposits (ll) after
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FIg. 15. Geomorphological sketch-map of drifted sands in the sleppe area of5even Pines (ana Wika. Snytko and Szczypek., 1997)
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the Late Vistulian (WOnn) and the beginning of the
Holocenc - Ivanov, 1966 and others) have frequently
been degraded.

Apart from the evidence for renewal morphoge
netic activity, the wind in the study area has influ
enced the granulometric properties of these sands
features to a pronounced degree. Data presented in
the earlier part ofthis elaboration clearly indicate that
the aeolian factor has usually controlled the increase
in coarse granulation in wind-blown sands in relation
to the substratum, a lag process whereby the finest
particles were ablated and the coarser ones remain.
However in Sandy Bay and in taiga ranges on Olkbon
an increase in the size of the fraction was observed;
this has resulted from the morphological location of
the covers and longer transport. The coarse granula
tion of aeolian sands in the steppe range of Seven
Pines are clearly dcrived from the regolith as the prob
able source material for these first-mentioned, but it
may also result from the influence of very strong
winds of sanna type. The field of Seven Pines is lo
cated on the opposite side of the Sanna river valley
mouth, where very strong winds onginate.ln general
the sand is less well sorted than the source material,
an aeolian effect, but, in some cases, the converse is
true.

The aeolian sands of Eastern Siberia are usually
medium-grained and even coarse-grained (Seven
Pioes and partial taiga ranges on Olkbon). Doe
exception is the terrace area of the lrkut. which, in
this case. relates more directly to the nature of the
substratum source sediment. The sands blown onto
the slope of Mt. Khaday (Seven Pines Range) are
characterised by (7= 1.125 mm with 82% content of
grains >0.5 mm. They are certainly one of the coarsest
aeolian sands known to the authors of this study,
although. 00 Spitsbergen. the aeolian transport of
grains> 12 mm in diameter bas been observed
(Szczypek, 1982) and in the Antarctic even as much
as 40 mm (Miagkov, 1979). But no widespread aeolian
covers were created there.

The aeolian sands of Eastern Siberia are charac
terised by very weak quartz grain abrasion in the
aeolian environment and, in some cases, there is a
complete lack of abrasion. This is a feature, which
strongly reflects the dominance of the source materi
al. In general, the wind action resulted in a decrease
in the content ofg grains (morphoselection), a slight
decrease in a grains and their conversion into b types.
With respect to their morphoscopy. the share of
RM+EL grains increased slightly but the NU types
decreased. Values of Wo = 159, as observed in these
sands (Sandy Bay) are by far the lowest known to the
Authors. It seems quite possible that this is a unique
feature not previously dcscribed. On the margin, it

60

was observed that the values of Wo for the granitoid
regolith in Sandy Bay and for the analogous regolith
in the taiga range on Olkbon arc very different, about
120 and about 860. This is presumably a reflection of
great differences in tbe source material. Cenaio1y, the
degree ofwind influence on both kinds of regolith is
minimal in both cases.

Therefore, the aeolian sands ofthe Eastern Siberia
study area are essentially raw, unmodified deposits,
differing from the substratum source rocks only in
respect of their mechanical composition and hardly
all in tenns of the mechanical quartz grain abrasion.
This indicates that the effect of aeoljan deflation,
transpOrt and deposition had hardly any effect on the
sand panicles. In view of the short transport distance
involved perhaps this is not surprising.
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